Reply: The interpolation is still done within the ice and ocean model frameworks, however, these models are data models and don't solve for SST and ice cover dynamically (therefore, they just read a data stream which requires negligible computational cost).
To clarify this, the passage now reads 'In the default CESM configuration, prescribed SST and ice data at 1
• × 1 • resolution are internally interpolated to the particular data ocean and ice components. Since these components therefore only require a data stream, their cost is negligible compared to the dynamical atmospheric model.' P. 5 line 7: please add "now" or "currently" in "... system is the default ..."
Reply: Added. p.5, lines 12 and 15: the word "values" is not precise enough as one could think it refers to the atm/ocean fluxes. I suppose that "values" refer to the atmospheric variables described in the 1st sentence of the paragraphe. If this is the case, please change "values" for "atmospheric variables".
Reply: Added 'atmospheric' to clarify that the values such as wind come from the atmospheric model component. We have also changed the Line 15 such that it reads "the remapped atmospheric quantities" to emphasize that the variables discussed are the remapped quantities referred to in Line 12. Reply: Added.
